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Interesting Facts for the Week
Nintendo, the Japanese gaming company associated with video game legends such as Mario, Donkey Kong, Zelda and the Pokemon characters is actually much older than the video game
era. They originally made playing cards called hanafuda, and the company was founded way back in 1889, when the infamous Jack the Ripper was creating havoc on the streets of London.
The true identity of the Ripper has never been discovered, and he was a prime suspect in the murder of the unidentified woman known as ‘The Pinchin Street Torso,’ because that is all that
remained of her. This happened only weeks before Nintendo came into existence.
Star Wars premiered in the U.S. on May 25th 1977. At the same time this futuristic sci-fi was wowing audiences around the world, the medieval practice of death by guillotine was still taking
place in France, where Hamida “Pimp Killer” Djandoubi was beheaded for the torture and murder of a young woman. This was the last use of the guillotine in France, nobody else has been
executed using any means since.
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September 24-29
After School Detention

Reminder: Keep students in
classrooms until the bells ring—
especially after school. Unless you
have prior clearance, teachers and
staff should not be leaving prior to
3:12.

Pay attention to dress code and
behavioral issues as we begin the
new school year. If we start out
strong, we might be able to keep
their attention throughout the year
as Chronological Amnesia
Syndrome CAS-pronounced
“sass”) symptoms kick in.

Pena


Next board meeting—Monday, September
24th @ 6:30.



Flu shots will be given in the Commons on
Thursday, October 11th @ 10:30am if you
are interested in being shot.

two week overview
17

18

5:00-JH VB vs
Archer City @ Home
Gate: Lemon

24
5:00-JH VB vs
Petrolia @ Home
Gate: Clayton

19

20

21

Region Jazz
Auditions in
Graham

25
5:00-HS VB @
Prairie Valley

22
10:00-HS VB vs
Gold-Burg @ Home
Gate: Dhane
JH VB Chillicothe
Tournament

26

27

28
End of 1st Six
Weeks

29
10:00-HS VB vs
Petrolia @ Home
Gate: K. Templeton

